Rototuna Primary School
Home Learning, Term 2, 2018
Our home learning approach is designed so...

and

●

Home learning
tasks are
connected to
learning goals in
the classroom

●

Students can do
their homework in
their own time,
and at their own
pace

●
●

Students have
choices about
what they learn
Students can
challenge
themselves to
learn more

●

Students can take
charge of their
own learning by
accessing a
variety of
learning options
online

●

Parents can be
partners in their
child’s learning

What does home learning look like at Rototuna Primary School?

Research suggests that effective home learning should be short and frequent, connected to the learning in the classroom and monitored by the
teacher for the most impact. Therefore, any home learning assigned by teachers at RPS will be connected to the student’s learning in the
classroom.

Reading
Your child will bring home books to read to you. As your child gets older, they will be able to choose the
books they wish to read.
Writing and Mathematics based on Learning Progressions
● The progressions are based on the objectives of the New Zealand Curriculum.
● The progressions outline the small bits of learning for each year level in writing and
mathematics.
● Each progression is made up of ‘sets’ . Think of the ‘sets’ as learning goals.
● Each ‘set’ is a little bit of learning which contributes to your child’s overall success in
writing and mathematics.
● Focusing on little bits of learning allows students to have success quickly and re-invest in their own
learning. They see learning as achievable and they want to keep achieving!
Each term, goals for your child to learn will be selected
● Your child will have a personalised learning pathway, meaning they can work at the most
appropriate level relevant to their learning needs.
● Your child will access their writing and mathematics goals via SPOTLIGHT (an online
learning portal designed for students).
Self managing learning
● Digital content has been designed and sourced to match (where possible) the learning
goals of each set.
● This digital content has been put together on a school based website for easy access
by students and parents. This can be accessed through SPOTLIGHT.
● Students can now t ake charge of their own learning by watching the videos, reading the charts or
examples or doing worksheets or exercises related to their chosen set.
● Students can access the learning support material by clicking on the goal and then click on the link under
‘exercises’.

Learning goals in writing and mathematics are now shared with you and your child through an online
portal called SPOTLIGHT.

SPOTLIGHT is connected to the eTAP @school portal t hat you currently log into to read your child’s
school report.

●
●
●
●

SPOTLIGHT enables students to:
● Access their own learning pathway (anytime, anywhere and on any device);
● See their own progress towards meeting their learning targets;
● Set a timeframe to complete their most important learning goal each week;
● Access digital learning content for each assigned set;
Access child friendly examples for each set so they know exactly what success looks like for each
learning goal;
Upload evidence of their learning against each ‘set’ so the teacher can sign the goal as achieved;
Access their learning timetable each week, seeing when they will be working the teacher and any
follow-up exercises;
Access the class timetable and challenge themselves to attend another learning group of they wish.

SPOTLIGHT will enable parents to:
● See everything their child can see as well as accessing real time reporting on their child’s progress
and achievement throughout the year.
● Parents can access SPOTLIGHT by logging into the a
 tschool portal

and clicking on the SPOTLIGHT link under the M
 Y CHILD tab or L
 EARNING tab.

Students can access SPOTLIGHT at home using different pathways:
1. Students can log in using their parent’s atschool ID and clicking on spotlight under the MY CHILD;
2. Students can log in using their individual ID and password;
3. Students can log in using their individual QR code.
Teachers will send home student’s individual log-in details this week.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Educationally powerful connections in action - two-way, learning-focused connections with parents and whānau to help students accelerate
their progress. An essential part of this is understanding that the purpose is to extend learning across home and school. This means making
sure that what’s used and talked about at school is understood and used at home too, providing extra opportunities for the child to learn.
(ERO, 2015)

